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Black Women Writers at Work. Edited by Claudia Tate. 
New York: Continuum, 1983. 

Lois Rita Helmbold, OSU, Dept. of History / Center for Women's Studies 

Writers, teachers, and scholars have often 
ignored Black women in their work. When called 
to account for this racism and/or sexism, they 
say no materials are available. The men use 
standard sexist excuses. The women say that 
they, as white women, are not qualified to talk 
about Black women. Claudia Tate's book of 
interviews, Black Women Writers at Work, should 
finally inter those false rationalizations and 
myths. Tate's work, in fact, is one of a ser-
ies of collections about Black women writers, 
including Conditions: Five: The Black Wom-
en's Issue, edited by Lorraine Bethel and Bar-
bara Smith; All the Women are White, All the 
Blacks are Men, But Some of us are Brave: 
Black Women's Studies, edited by Gloria T. 
Hull, Patricia Bell Scott, and Barbara Smith; 
Home Girls: A Black Feminist Anthology, edited 
by Barbara Smith. 

Tate offers an introduction to not one, but 
to fourteen Black women who write in fourteen 
very different voices. Literature, compared to 
other arts requiring tools, training, skills, 
or materials not so easily available, is a 
creative endeavor particularly accessible to 
women. Literature is not only a white women's 
field, but also an Afro-American women's art--
more meaningful because of the long history of 
denied literacy in this country . 

Tate conducts an extended literary discus-
sion. She asks each writer to compare the work 
of women and men, particularly the work of 
Black women and Black men, th us placing these 
writers within the context of an Afro-American 
literature . She also elicits each writer's 
vision, style, goal, and method of operation. 

Tate believes that the universal quest theme 
takes a particular form in the work of Black 
women. Usually tied to children, Black hero-
ines' searches are not across geographical ter-
rain , like those of Black men, but are journeys 
that are "internal and seldom taken on land" 
(p. xxi). Black heroines are not outsiders , 
but are participants in complex relationships. 
While these writers talk about dignity and sur-
vival, they are brave enough to acknowledge 
defeat and vulnerability as well. Tate summar-
izes their collective posture: "Black people 
must assume ultimate responsibility for their 
behavior, despite the racial a nd social contin-
gencies they face. Racism does not alleviate 
their responsibility to maintain their sense of 
human dignity, and they can either protect or 
exploit those around them" ( p. xxv). 

One of Tate's strengths is that she presents 
the diversity of Black women writers, testimony 
to the long history of their writing. Although 

I read mostly Black men when I began reading 
Black literature in the 1960's, I did read Mar-
garet Walker and Gwendolyn Brooks, poets pub-
lishing since the 1940's, and the "protest" 
poets Nikki Giovanni and Sonia Sanchez; all of 
these women are included in this collection. 
Several of the writers who have received praise 
in recent years also appear in this volume: 
Toni Morrison, Ntozake Shange, and Alice 
Walker. Tate talks with Audre Lorde, who names 
herself a lesbian and a feminist, as well as 
with Kristin Hunter, who says, "I'm not part of 
the women's movement nor do I know anyone who 
is" ( p. 80). 

The similarities among these writers are 
very instructive. All of them are political 
and all of them write about Black women. All 
are recognized, published authors. Almost all 
are college-educated, many have graduate de-
grees, and most have supported themselves at 
some point by teaching college. The majority 
of these women are mothers, and many have writ-
ten books for children. Few comparable white 
women authors are writing for children as well 
as for adults. 

The areas Tate has chosen not to probe are 
also significant. She makes clear at the out-
set that she is not providing "disrobing ex-
poses." Bits of "personal" life do creep in, 
but Tate has not asked the questions. Margaret 
Walker, for example, tells a heartbreaking 
story of the sexist treatment to which she was 
subjected during her long career as a teacher 
at Jackson State. As a writer and a teacher I 
respond eagerly to inside information about how 
other women work. I want to know if they write 
longhand or on the typewriter, whether they can 
make a living from their writing, how their 
passion for writing affects their daily lives 
and relationships. I learned some of these 
answers, but not as many as I would have liked. 
While I respect the fact of and the reasons for 
not divulging so-called personal information, I 
think this gap is a weakness of the volume . 
How can the political, intellectual, and cre-
ative aspects of a woman's work be separated 
from her daily life? 

Cla udia Tate is an academic, writing 
primarily for an academic audience. Other 
recent works about Black women's writin g makes 
the contrast clear. Cheryl Clarke, Jewelle L. 
Gomez, Evelynn Hammonds, Bonnie Johnson, and 
Linda Powell are the writers participating in 
a pentalogue, in Conditions: Nine, where th e 
discussion format is far more revealing, not of 
gossipy details, but of process, e motion, and 
judgment. Clarke et.al. refer to two ovaria n 
(not seminal ) essays by Alice Walker and 
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Barbara Smtih, "In Search of our Mothers' Gar-
dens" and "Towards a Black Feminist Criticism," 
which examine Black women's creativity. The 
works to which Tate refers repeatedly through-
out the interviews are Ntozake Shange's choreo-
poem, For Colored Girls Who Have Considered 
Suicide/When the Rainbow is Enuf, and Michele 
Wallace's polemic essay, "Black Macho and the 
Myth of the Superwoman," probably the two works 
by Black women to have received greatest popu-
lar acclaim and/or notoriety in the past de-
cade. When I read Barbara Smith's introduction 
to Home Girls, it felt like a conversation she 
was having with me. Tate's interviews, also 
conversations, are more removed, more formal. 
The interviews to which I responded with most 
enthusiasm, which most engaged me, were the 
ones with writers with whom I was already most 
familiar. Tate, unfortunately, gives little 
insight into her own process: her selection of 
authors, her choice of questions, or her 
editorial decisions--the interviews are varied 
in length and depth. 

Tate places these women in the context of 
that Afro-American literary tradition which has 
been shaped by both men and women. Hopefully 
readers not familiar with Black male writers 
will be inspired to read them. Personally, I 
would also like to read comparisons between 
women writers. Much feminist literary criti-

cism has . addressed only white women, often only 
middle class white women. We need comparative 
understandings of, for example, the works of 
Paula Gunn Allen, Maxine Hong Kingston, Cherrie 
Moraga, Tillie Olsen, Meridel LeSeur, and 
Estela Portilla Trambley. This is not a 
criticism of Tate but rather a challenge to 
other writers. 

Whether a reader's interest is enjoyment or 
scholarship, this book is an excellent intro-
duction to a range of Black women writers. And 
there are as many more outstanding Black women 
writers whom Tate did not interview as appear 
in this volume. As an historian, I often turn 
to works of fiction, poetry, and autobiography 
to teach women's history. Not only are the 
writings of Black women stimulating, there are 
far fewer historical monographs available than 
good novels. While I recommend this collec-
tion, even more exciting are the works of these 
writers. Read their books. They are far bet-
ter than their interviews. 

Writers interviewed in this anthology: 
Maya Angelou, Toni Cade Bambara, Gwendolyn 
Brooks, Alexis Deveaux, Nikki Giovanni, Kristin 
Hunter, Gayl Jones, Audre Lorde, Toni Morrison, 
Sonia Sanchez, Ntozake S hange, Alice Walker, 
Margaret Walker, and Sherley Anne Williams. 

The Art of Starvation: A Story of Anorexia and Survival. By Sheila MacLoed. 
New York: Schoken Books, 1982. 

Sue Hamilton, OSU, Department of English 

In a growing body of both popular and clin-
ical literature devoted to anorexia nervosa, 
Sheila MacLoed's The Art of Starvation offers a 
unique · and intelligent first hand account of 
her own battle with a disease characterized by 
self-starvation to the point of emaciatiqn, and 
sometimes death. Unlike popular books on anor-
exia, such as Hilda Bruch's The Golden Cage, 
which are written from the therapists' perspec-
tive of anorexic behavior, !VlacLoed tells the 
story through one patient's view. She leads us 
through her experiences leading up to the time 
she first became anorexic, anlayzes her behav-
ior during her years of struggle with the dis-
ease, and offers her bleak prognosis for a com-
plete recovery. It is this method of story-
telling coupled with intelligent and insightful 
analysis that makes this work unique among the 
literature on anorexia; it gives the reader a 
holistic perspective on the disease by showing 
the factors involved in producing and prolong-
ing anorexic traits. 

MacLoed starts with an historical overview 
of the disease. It is believed that anorexia 
has been prevalent since the l\liddle Ages, then 
existing arnon~ women perported to be witches. 
Richard Morton, an English physician, first 
described the disease in 1689 calling it "ner-

vous consumption." The term anorexia nervosa, 
meaning nervous loss of appetite, was defined 
in 1874 by William Gull in a paper delivered to 
the London Clinical Society. He stressed that 
the disease was psychopathological, presenting 
such symptoms as emaciation, amenorrhea, con-
stipation, loss of appetite, slow pulse and 
respiration and marked hyperactivity; these 
remain the clinical criteria used to diagnose 
the illness. The causes of anorexia are com-
plex, often involving both individual person-
ality traits and those problems usually assoc-
iated with anorexic patients: crises of iden-
tity, destructive family relationships and dif-
ficulties coping with adolescent sexuality. 

In searching through her own background and 
its affect on her illness, MacLoed focuses on 
one seemingly innocent remark as the incident 
precipitating a progression toward anorexic 
behavior, illustrating the complexity of the 
pressures she felt at the time. While walking 
in the woods with her father, sisters, and 
aunt, her aunt casually predicts that Sheila is 
going to be stout like Dolly ( her mother); 
Sheila's reaction is indignation. Although 
MacLoed does not accuse her aunt of causing her 
anorexia, she does point out the implications 
of that remark. First, remarl,s of that kind 



magnify the young girl's sense of powerlessness 
over the future--whether she wants to or not, 
she will be stout. Second, because the words 
are spoken to her father, and not to her, even 
though she is clearly close enough to hear 
them, she is considered, talked about, as an 
object in the family. And the most important 
implication of the remark for Sheila is the 
idea of what it means to have a female body. 

These three conflicts involving identity, 
family, and sexuality are reinforced over the 
next few years until, as MacLoed states, "I did 
the only thing I could." What follows is a 
brief synopsis of her behavior in the depths of 
the disease. She began her regimen weighing 
117 pounds on a 5'2" frame, eventually dropping 
to 78 pounds. It should be noted here, and 
MacLoed emphasizes this point, that anorexia is 
not dieting gone beserk. Dieting is a con-
scious choice; anorexia is not. During that 
time, she became increasingly hyperactive, 
taking lengthy walks at night because she was 
also plagued with insomnia. She developed 
hemorrhoids, flaky skin and scalp, and with no 
fat to protect her wore sweaters in the heat of 
summer. Her behavior revolved around food. 
She would cook elaborate meals for her family 
and then not eat a bite. Because in the 1950's 
anorexia was such an uncommon disease, no one, 
neither her parents nor the school authorities, 
felt compelled to intervene in her self-des-
tructive behavior; both thought that her dras-
tic weight loss was merely a stage that she 
would outgrow. 

MacLoed's recovery came from within, without 
drugs, hospitalization, or psychotherapy. She 
recalls listening to her mother quote Blake's 
poem, "Oh sunflower, weary oi timeTWho countest 
the steps of the sun," when she began to see 
how isolated from the world she had become. 
Her recovery was by no means spontaneous. She 
emerged slowly and painfully from under its 
influence, but her recovery--and she uses the 
term recovery rather than cure--would never be 
complete: "I know that it is alwaiys there to 

be used as a last resort and a final act of 
defiance against the too-closely-impinging 
world which may threaten to engulf or 
annihilate me." 

We see in this book an anorexic's inter-
pretation of her disease. This approach is 
unique, not because of MacLoed's account, for 
there are others who have described their 
experiences, but because she relates her 
experience to the theories of the experts in 
the field. She describes her aim, "To 
particularize, to tell my own story, and at the 
same time relate it to the findings of those 
who have dealt with anorexics as patients." 

MacLoed's approach, I feel, is distinctly 
feminist, although she does not call herself 
such. Much of feminist scholarship attempts to 
describe the female experience and to contrast 
that description to the "expert" view of female 
experience in order to define what it actually 
means to be female. While telling her story, 
MacLoed reviews the literature on anorexia. 
She applys the information to her own exper-
ience, but more often she points out the inade-
quacies of the approaches to therapy and the 
insufficient explanations of the etiology of 
anorexia. To her, none of them explain the 
whole story, or offer any cures, by themselves, 
but together they can illuminate this complex 
disease. To quote her final words: "The com-
plexity of the factors involved in the aetiol-
ogy of the disease does not allow for a sim-
plistic approach to its alleviation. In order 
to change complex conditions, complex measures 
are required. And, as in all psychosomatic 
disorders, the success of those measures will 
depend very largely on the sympathy and under-
standing of those prepared to undertake them. 
It may seem superfluous to add that the anor-
exic should at all times be treated as an 
individual and independent human being but, in 
the face of the many wrong-headed and even dam-
aging forms of treatment which are still being 
practiced in England and elsewhere, I feel it 
is a demand which cannot be overstated." 

Fiction By American Women: Recent Views. Edited and Introduction by Winifred 
Farrant Bevilacqua. 
Port Washington, N'. Y.: Associated Faculty Press, 1983. 

Mildred B . Munday, OSU, Department of English 

My response to Fiction by American Women is 
ambivalent. On one hand, I am reminded of how 
easy it is to create a non-book and achieve 
hard covers: one either announces a suf-
ficiently vague topic and solicits submissions 
(usually seminar papers or PMLA rejects), or 
one assiduously combs the standard journals for 
articles sufficiently related to the chosen 
topic and to each other to merit reprinting. 
This collection belongs in the second category. 

On the other hand, I am impresssed by the 

sheer quality of many of the essays included in 
this an thology--by the vigor, the intellectual 
intensity, the courage to question established 
literary canons. Few of the analyses will 
avoid incarceration in the lecture notes of 
teachers concerned with feminist literary 
criticism; all deserve scrutiny by students 
involved in writing theses a nd term papers 
from feminist perspectives. 

The editor provides in the introduction a 
concise , accurate, and useful summary of the 



development of feminist literary criticism, 
from tentative beginnings in the late 1960's 
( with the obligatory bow to Virginia Woolf) to 
the present, in all its diversity, energy, 
authority. The rigid mask of late twentieth 
century criticism is in fact giving way to 
visions and re-visions never envisioned by the 
deconstructionists, the semioticians, the sym-
bolic logicians. Based solidly in the actual 
lives and ambiances of actual women, the best 
feminist criticism is, as Bevilacqua shows, 
genuinely multidisciplinary, drawing per-
ceptions from history, sociology, a nthropology, 
biology, art, and other fields. A beginner 
intent on discovering what feminist criticism 
actually is would do well to read this intro-
duction. 

But the real plums are the essays them-
selves, all on women writers of fiction, most 
by feminist critics of some stature: Cynthia 
Griffin Wolff on Chopin's The Awakening; Judith 
Fetterley on Wharton's The House of Mirth; 

Now For The Turbulence. Bv Alma Stone. 
New York: Doubleday & Company, Inc., 1983. 

Janet Overmyer, OSU, Department of English 

The elderly tend to be stereotyped both in 
fiction a nd in life. The assumptions are that 
they have grown stupid with age and must be 
condescended to; they are interestd only in 
their own numerous aches and pains; they are 
shocked by the doings of young people; they can 
be called Granny and Grandpa with impunity, 
even by non-relatives. 

Alma Stone, born in 1908, has written a 
fierc e, funny, courageous, delicious novel 
about the elderly that sees them as individ-
uals. Ruth, a resident of New York's Upper 
West Side, takes care of her sister and two 
cats, Martha and Evelyn, "so cultured they 
cringe when you scrape the toast." Ruth 
describes herself and Sister: "A retired 
librarian [Sister] and a failed writer [Ruth], 
we are not old crocks, we are just people who 
like to drink and to read, and who've gotte n 
older doing so." Their motto: "Stumbling, but 
stumbling on our own, we don't give up a nd we 
don't give in--yet." 

The two women see themselves as "two cynical 
old optimists" who live in New York because 
they like its varied activities : the ~/letro-
politan Museum, the New York Philharmonic, the 
Times, C hann el Thirteen; they also have a house 
f ull of books and a "lively interest in poli-
tics, sports, and the manufac ture of Worcester-
shire sauce." There is a delightful scene of 
the sisters attempting to pour the sauce into 
caper bottles; Sister becomes impatient, g ives 
her walk er a kick, a nd hurts her Tamarind Toe 
(see novel for explanation). Ruth takes in 

Blanche Gelfant on Cather's My Antonia; Cynthia 
Secor on Stein's Ida; Joyce Carol Oates on 
Flannery O'Connorla lively one, that); Mar-
jorie Perloff on Plaths's The Bell Jar; Susan 
Willis on Toni Morrison; and--my favorite--Joan 
Reardon on Jong's Fear of Flying. All of these 
scholar/critics illuminate novels that have for 
decades dwelt in the half-light of conventional 
American literature courses. Reardon, for 
example, lends dignity and significance to a 
novel condemned early on as "dirty" and 
dismissed as shallow and diffuse. Erica Jong's 
novel emerges, through Reardon's analysis, as a 
bildungsroman worthy of the tradition, a book 
intricately structured in harmony with the 
protagonist's (and all women's) body rhythms. 

An experienced reader of feminist criticism 
might find in much of Fiction by American Women 
a sense of deja vu, but seekers of definitions 
will find them in seeing such criticism act-
ually done, and done well. 

packages for the neighbors in their building · 
who are not at home when the postman arrives, 
and occasionally even delivers one to its 
owner; otherwise they simply pile up. 

When the novel opens Ruth and a group of 
elderly people are watching a salesman dem-
onstrate Something Suitable--in which to be 
buried. Ruth dutifully picks out a robe, but 
when he leaves she and her friends "get to the 
main business of the meeting--trying to live 
without dying first." They discuss what to do 
when mugged, the stupidity of TV programs aimed 
at their age group, their children, tombstone 
epithets. If this sounds grim, take my word 
for it that in Alma Stone's capable writing 
hands the conversation is many-layered, and one 
of the layers is humor. As Ruth says, they 
resent their roles as idiots, children, or cute 
old ladies: "We would choose rather to be 
considered as individuals, and regret that 
people fail to recognize that most of us are 
not nutty and some of us not even old." 

On her way home Ruth picks out a beautiful 
leaf to present to Sister, a semi-invalid and 
connoisseur of such things , finds a dead bird 
she carries off to bury in one of her flower-
pots, and chats with her neighbors. When Ruth 
arr iv es home she discovers that lVlartha and 
Evelyn 11re mesmerized by a mouse that is swim-
ming in the toliet bowl with "a good breast-
stroke and fine coordination"; the cats expect 
Ruth to extricate him. The sisters have a 
drink ( "Booze we embrace as a defe nse again st 
the ... insults, inte ntional or not that come 



our way as septuagenerians' due"), along with 
cheese, bread, and crackers. Sister's beau 
phones as usual from his nursing home and calls 
her darling. 

The novel is not, however, all amusement. 
Ms. Stone looks squarely at the problems of the 
elderly, particularly in New York City. People 
die; they are attacked; they suffer health 
problems and loneliness. There is a semi-
surrealistic section in which Ruth is attacked 
by her friendly neighborhood mugger who tells 
her that she should not have recognized him, 
that he is upset because she does not have her 
social security check sent to the bank as the 
others do so they can be robbed on their way 
home, and that he schedules the muggings six 
months apart so as to give her time to build up 
her funds. Then the guy informs her that he 
has a list of "personnel" who are responsible 
for everything that happens to her: in fact, it 
was they who set out the leaves and dead birds, 

they pussyfoot around the halls looking for a 
door to open, and enter apartments to do dam-
age. While the mugger is explaining this, the 
salesman of the first scene stops, which upsets 
the mugger's calculations: nobody in New York 
is supposed to be interested. 

Ruth herself must face tragedy, which she 
does, not without much pain but with cap-
ability. Afterwards she returns to her home 
because she still has "the right to choose, 
even if it's dangerous. But now for the 
turbulence." She will face the literal and 
figurative turbulence to come, even as she 
faced that in her past, with courage, wit, and 
common sense. 

If Alma Stone is at all like her protagon-
ist, she must be a delightful woman. She has 
given us a picture of the way we would hope to 
be ourselves when we are old. Old age does not 
have to mean the unflattering stereotype. With 
luck we can all be Ruths. 

Lesbian Studies: Present and Future. Edited by Margaret Cruikshank. 
Old Westbury, N.Y.: The Feminist Press, 1982. 

Lois Marchino, Director of Women's Studies, The University of Texas at El Paso 

Margaret Cruikshank, who dates her own. vis-
ibility as a lesbian academic from 1977, has 
edited a virtual "Whole Lesbian Catalog" aimed 
primarily at an audience of Women's Studies 
teachers, all of whom should read the book and 
use it as a reference. The work should clarify 
for any reader the absolute centrality of wo-
man-identification (rather than conditional to 
the male) if the hope is for eliminating patri-
archal power. Lesbian Studies stresses diver-
sity, integrity, collective support, and the 
need to eliminate bias against any group. It 
snows again that we must not let lesbianism be 
a devisive issue among feminists. For teachers 
of Women's Studies, it encourages all women 
--whether identified as lesbian or not--to feel 
more positive about inco"rporating lesbian 
studies in their classes and in their own 
thinking. 

The first section is on lesbians in the 
academic world. While the five articles here 
are testimonies to the hope or relief of coming 
out and to the advantages of teaching from 
one's whole self, none of the contributors min-
imize the difficulties. Homosexuality is 
against the law in a majority of states; Okla-
homa not only has a law against homosexual 
teachers but against open discussion of homo-
sexuality in the classroom by any teacher; 
nearly everyone knows at least one lesbian 
teacher who has been fired or denied tenure. 
Paula Bennett notes that most lesbian teachers 
"do not dare to find out whether our fears are 
unfounded or not." Lesbian scholarship, even 
more than women's studies in general, is usual-
ly not seriously e valuated and is weighted less 

heavily toward promotion and tenure than "tra-
ditional" scholarship. Yet when a teacher sup-
presses information about a lesbian author in 
order to avoid the appearance of having a 
special interest, the result is the perpetua-
tion of a "conspiracy of silence" which dis-
torts the reading of the work as well as lim-
iting future scholarship and options for stu-
dents and teachers alike. 

Mab Segrest, teaching in a Southern Baptist 
college whose ideology contrasts sharply with 
her work on the lesbian-feminist journal Femi-
nary, recalls a student asserting that ho~ 
sexuals should not be allowed to teach, and 
heard herself responding, "If you had a gay 
teacher ••• " Like many teachers, she is 
ambiguously "out" to both gay students and some 
colleagues, yet basically "in" in the class-
room. She describes reading an anti-gay fresh-
man theme which ended, "I think homosexuals are 
a menace to society . What do you think?" 
Segrest wrote back in the margin, "I think 
society is a menace to homosexuals." She could 
have noted that such small victories loom in 
our histories because we are permitted so few 
big ones. 

The next section of the anthology is called 
"In the Classroom" and addresses student-
/teacher relationsihips vis-a-vis the con-
frontation with the topic of lesbianism. Jane 
Gurko maintains that teachers should be not 
merely models of authority but of freedom and 
risk-taking. Nancy Manahan says her personal 
silence abo ut lesbianism served only to rein-
force homophobia among her students. Madeline 
Davis echoes this need for openness. While 



teaching a class in lesbian theory in 1972, she 
realized that for herself and for her students, 
"We, ourselves, were the soldiers; we, our-
selves, were the victims of a real, on-going war." 

In the same section Clare Bright takes up 
the recurring classroom question "But What 
About Men?" All men enjoy privilege under the 
present system; they must learn to leave behind 
the androcentric conceptual framework that uses 
male as the paradigm for human. She states: 
"Women's attitudes and feminist scholarship 
came to exist out of a recognition that edu-
cation is not a neutral, objective enterprise; 
rather it mirrors society as a whole in ignor-
ing, distortinig, and devaluing women ••• 
Before there can be a transformation to a new 
plane of thought for humanity, a new synthesis 
of male and female, women must complete an 
investigation of their own metaphysical realm 

To concern ou rselves with males at this 
point is to sabotage the essential work of 
women's studies." 

A similar case could be made about the need 
for increasing the time and space given to les-
bian-feminist history and content within the 
classroom. Feminism includes, as part of its 
self-description, the concept of women iden-
tifying with each other and bonding on intel-
lectual, social, political, emotional, and 
sexual levels--any or all, to the extent they 
can be separated. Women's Studies must not be 
diluted into pap for continuing sexist and 
heterosexist attitudes. We want to be neither 
token females nor token lesbians. We all share 
the struggle: luckily, however, "for the first 
time in centuries, we can now hear the music of 
other lesbian voices" (Julia Penelope Stanley 
and Susan J. Wolfe, The Coming Out Stories). 

The lesbian-feminist perspective is not that 
of a narrowly sexual issue , though it is not 
about everything except sexuality, as some 
would hav e women believe. It assumes we do 
have power in our own Ii ves and in society. 
Such optimism is both re-enforced and shown as 
problematic in the articles in th e anthology. 
Francis Doughty discusses the difficulties of 
lesbian biography. Bonnie Zimmerman speaks of 
the lack of information about lesbians in "One 
Out of Thirty: Lesbianism in Women's Studies 
Textbooks," and Kathy Hicks notes similar 
omissions in "Lesbian Images in Women's Lit-
erature Anthologies." Elly Bulkin grumpily 
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complains about the lack of clear biographical 
statements and poems about lesbianism in the 
early poetry anthologies of the women's move-
ment (c. 1970-75). She traces connections 
between poets and their poetry and quotes 
Adrienne Rich: "The longing to simplify, to 
defuse feminism by invoking 'androgyny' or 
'humanism,' to assimilate lesbian experience by 
saying that 'relationship' is really all the 
same, love is always difficult--! see that as a 
denial, a kind of resistance, a refusal to read 
and hear what I've actually written, to ack-
nowledge what I am." 

Some minor suggestions for a Lesbian Studies 
II, and some minor complaints about this vol-
ume: All articles should be dated; Footnote 
numbers are nearly imperceptible; Some works 
cited are not listed in the Bibliography which, 
as the editor admits, "cannot claim to be com-
prehensive." Anthologies are often uneven; 
attempts have been made to balance the material 
in the humanities with articles by and about 
lesbians in prison, older lesbians, lesbians in 
physical education and sports, and lesbians in 
science. I must correct one factual error in 
"Toward a Laboratory of One's Own: Lesbians in 
Science": Trinity Site, where the first atomic 
bomb was exploded, is not at Los Alamos but in 
the White Sands Missile Range, much further 
southeast in New Mexico, much closer to where I 
now live. Actually, it's much closer to where 
we all live now. Cf. Mary Daly in Gyn/Ecology 
speaks on the use of trinitarian symbolism to 
describe "the hellish stalemates of patriarchal 
necrophilia." 

Since war and human-inflicted violence in 
its many forms continues, one does well to have 
a collection like Lesbian Studies and read or 
re-read many of the works it cites. Lesbian-
feminist consciousness is not a minor cause; it 
is, as Cruikshank says, "an instrument of our 
own survival." It may be dangerous to reveal 
ourselves and our beliefs, "But a return to the 
silence and invisibility of the past would be 
even more dangerous." Lesbian-feminism is the 
result of massive social change; continued 
discussion in turn becomes part of the process 
and energy of further change. Our relation-
ships with others as part of the social col-
lective forms our sense of self, which is in 
constant evolution. The essential point is 
emerging with our integrity intact. There has 
been too much complicity. 
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